Pipeline Cloud

Pipeline Cloud enables you to access your data in new and easier ways. With minimal setup costs, and eliminating the burden of hosting or maintaining the data yourself, switching to Pipeline Cloud is a no-brainer to streamline your data without skimping on functionality.

By using our in-house data replication solution you have direct access to your raw data to run ad hoc SQL queries, connect with business intelligence software, or develop custom integrations.

Increase operational efficiency
All data in Pipeline Cloud is updated continuously, in near real-time. That means quicker analytics and more chances to act on your results. Because the database schema is standard across different committees, those who manage multiple accounts will save time standardizing reporting, and increasing your operational efficiency.

Deep conduct analysis
We already know it’s important to collect data, but using Pipeline Cloud, you can get a better understanding than ever. Users can now directly access database information, making your data more portable, and easier sync into thirdparty analytics tools and software, or even creating your own.

Streamline your data
By switching to our Pipeline Cloud solution, you no longer need to support your own databases or data warehouses (though you can, alongside Pipeline Cloud!), have to manage a complicated ETL process, or be responsible for the security and stability of the data.

Cut down on overhead
Using Pipeline Cloud means cutting out excessive payments and hassle with third party database vendors. Set up time is a fraction of what it was previously, as your data is being warehoused through Bonterra.

To learn more and explore what is possible, visit bonterratech.com.